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1. Introduction
Writer Alan Moore's work has penetrated Western popular culture to a degree which we are 
not necessarily aware of. In 1986,  the publication of three graphic novels, Alan Moore and 
Dave Gibbons' Watchmen, Frank Miller's The Dark Knight Returns and Art Spiegelmann's Maus, 
prompted  a  resurgence  in  adult  comics'  scope  and  visibility  which  continues  to  this  day. 
However, the most striking example of Moore's influence is perhaps the unpredictable impact 
of the graphic novel V for Vendetta. The characteristic Guy Fawkes mask anarchist anti-hero V 
wears was adopted first by loosely knit Internet movement Anonymous in relation to anti-
Scientology protests, and subsequently by the Occupy Movement all over the world, with the
recent  blessing  of  Moore  himself  (Lamont,  2011,  in  The  Guardian website: 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2011/nov/27/alan-moore-v-vendetta-mask-protest).
Moore has had an extremely diverse career. After a start in British underground comics, he 
proceeded to pen what  would become some of the  most famous and far-reaching graphic 
novels of the last thirty years, often revolutionizing the medium itself via the deconstruction of 
its literary conventions. Moreover, he has occasionally written novels and non-fiction; all in all, 
his bibliography counts more than a hundred titles. This paper concentrates on  From Hell:  
Being a Melodrama in Sixteen Parts.
1.1 Problem formulation
From Hell, as we will call it for brevity, is a graphic novel written by Alan Moore and illustrated 
by Eddie Campbell,  expanding on the infamous series of murders in 1880s London which 
were attributed to the so-called 'Jack the Ripper'.  This work is  informed by a respectable 
amount  of  historical  research,  expounded  for  the  reader  at  the  end  of  the  graphic  novel 
through 24 pages thick with page-by-page footnotes and a brief declaration of intents in comic 
form, titled “Dance of the Gull Catchers”, presenting the aim of the comic as weaving a fictional 
tale and not deducing a possible solution to the gruesome events it is inspired by.
What  is  interesting  for  us  is  what  image  of  Victorian  England  From  Hell presents  in 
relation to the categories of class and gender, and what is the historical, sociological and 
philosophical background for this image. London under Queen Victoria is cast as a site of 
class and gender struggle, both through the language of the script and the images illustrating 
it.  Alan  Moore  and  Eddie  Campbell  choose  to  represent  this  struggle  by  proposing  a 
juxtaposition  and  conflict  between  two  figures:  the  male,  upper-class  Freemason  and  the 
female, lower-class prostitute.  In the universe of  From Hell,  they grow to embody different 
principles and the tension between them. It is also interesting that Moore chose to build on 
two characters  with a  liminal  position in  society,  both of  them working  in  the shadow:  a 
member of a secret society which reputation ranges from the respected to the infamous, and a 
sex worker, which profession would not even be directly referred to in Victorian times and was 
dubbed nothing less than “The Great Social Evil”.
Some considerations will have to be made as to the historical context, Victorian England, and 
its sociological implications. The plot places a bloody knife in the hands of the upper class, 
with lower class women as the primary victims of its machinations.
Other  points  of  interest  can  be  found  in  its  philosophical  and  cultural  pointers.  The 
interpretation of Freemasonry appearing in  From Hell is informed by a number of different 
Western esoteric traditions.
The Ripper murders are presented as a symbolic gesture performed to usher in the spirit of a 
new century, the 20th, in which oppression will acquire a different, but not less horrific, face. A 
cab  ride  amongst  the  architectural  landmarks  of  London  will  reveal  the  layers  of  myth 
embedded in  the city's  own physical  shape.  According  to  From Hell,  the  beginning  of  the 
struggle might well be the beginning of time, and the end is nowhere in sight either.
Fig.1. Chapter 5, 4-5. The juxtaposition between the upper-class male and the lower-class female is prominently  
featured in the graphic  novel itself.  Here, we witness the everyday life of two of the main characters,  physician 
William Gull and prostitute Polly Nicholls, shown back to back. While Gull rests in his West London room, Nicholls  
“dosses”,  that is,  spends the night, in a cheaper-than-cheap lodging-house which only form of accommodation is  
provided by a bench to sleep on, and a clothesline to prevent the sleeper from falling forward. Moore gives historical  
sources that describe the lodging-houses, and points out that they constitute the origin of the British expression “I'm  
so tired I could sleep on a clothesline” (Moore, 1989/2006, Appendix 1, 18).
1.2 Synopsis
Sir  William Withey Gull,  Royal  Physician to Queen Victoria  and an eminent  Freemason,  is 
called upon by the Queen herself to cover up the matter of her son, Prince Albert, fathering an 
illegitimate daughter with a shopkeeper. In an attempt to escape extortion from thugs, a group 
of  East  London  prostitutes  who  are  aware  of  the  facts  blackmails  a  friend  of  the  royals, 
threatening  to  make their  knowledge public.  Gull  is  asked to  remove all  the  women  who 
harbor this  knowledge to avoid  embarrassment  to  the Crown.  The mother  of  the  child is 
forced into a mental hospital, where she plunges into madness after the surgical removal of 
her thyroid gland. The prostitutes are dealt with by means of ritual sacrifices rooted in Gull's 
own interpretation of Freemasonic philosophy, intended to strengthen the dominance of the 
masculine  principle  over  the  feminine  in  the  approaching  20th century.  When  the  Queen 
expresses her doubts about Gull's methods, Gull presents them as Masonic signals that the 
crown is strong and its opponents will be crushed, which Victoria accepts. As the prostitutes 
are being found slaughtered one by one and the “Ripper” craze is  being amplified by the 
British newspapers, Scotland Yard inspector Frederic Abberline searches East London for the 
killer, unknowingly striking up a friendship with one of the potential victims. Only one of the 
prostitutes, Mary Kelly, will escape death through a series of lucky coincidences. Gull mistakes 
another  prostitute  for  her  and  murders  her,  completing  the  ritual  and  experiencing 
transcendental visions. He visits in incorporeal form the new century which he helped usher 
in and finds it an era of sterility and dullness, unconcerned with its history and with its own 
contradictions. Inspector Abberline eventually gets to Gull, but his superiors order him off the 
case because of its royal connections and the threat of Socialist riots over Britain, forcing him 
into early retirement. Gull is privately dealt with by high-level Freemasons, which authority he 
does not recognize anymore, and committed. As Gull dies in a hospital ward while the nurse 
and the warden copulate right beside him, he experiences visions of the same kind that befell 
him during the ritual sacrifice of the prostitutes. The last thing he sees with his mind's eye, 
though, is Mary Kelly and her daughters, who live safely in Ireland and are now forever out of 
his reach.
1.4 Notes on the media
In  his  Understanding  Comics:  The  Invisible  Art,  comic  theorist  and  artist  Scott  McCloud 
presents comics as a media by drawing a comic book on them. Not all sections of academia are 
overly fond of comic books, so writing about them in their language is a bold move. And the 
book places itself at a high level of abstraction.
Comics  are  defined  by  McCloud  as  “juxtaposed  pictorial  and  other  images  in  deliberate 
sequence,  intended to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the 
viewer” (McCloud, 1993, 9). In  A Complete History of American Comic Books,  former Marvel 
Comics publisher Shirrel Rhoades graciously answers “Huh?” (Rhoades, 2008, 8) and proceeds 
to give an alternate definition of comic book: “Most often a 6 5/8-by-10 3/16-inch stapled 
magazine that consists of thirty-two pages plus cover and contains sequential panels of four-
color  art  and  written  dialogue  that  tell  an  original  story  for  entertainment  purposes” 
(Rhoades, 2008, 2). It seems to escape him that McCloud was talking about comics, and he 
about comic books. Agreeing that the second definition represents all there is to comics is like 
saying  that  literature  is  made  of  books:  the  former  is  the  media,  the  channel  of 
communication, and the latter amounts to the concrete product of that specific media. And, as 
a matter of fact, few graphic novels today are available in the format described by Rhoades.
The term “graphic novel”, which is used profusely throughout this paper, also deserves a little 
reflection. Western graphic novels as we find them on a bookstore shelf today can encompass 
works as thematically diverse as questions of gender and identity in soap-opera reminiscent 
format  as  in  Terry  Moore's  Strangers  in  Paradise,  the  no-frills  exploitation  noir  of  Frank 
Miller's Sin City or a retelling of the Holocaust with the Jews as mice and the Nazis as cats in 
Art Spiegelmann's groundbreaking  Maus.  The graphic style will be just as different, ranging 
from the neat, minimal black and white of Will Eisner's seminal  A Contract with God  to the 
contrasting  volumes  and  matted pastel  inks  by  David  Lloyd,  Steve  Whitaker  and  Siobhan 
Dodds in V for Vendetta, to end with the shifting aesthetics, one for every chapter, by no less 
than 16 different artists in Sandman: World's End, reflecting a storyline where characters meet 
and each relate their life stories.
The only characteristic these works seem to have in common is that the content was once 
published as separate issues, and has then been collected in book format. Alan Moore seems to 
share this impression, and points out that the term “graphic novel” was born as a marketing 
term to try and reintroduce comics to adults, and that it ended up meaning “expensive comic 
book”  (Kavanagh  and  Moore,  on  Blather website: 
http://blather.net/articles/amoore/northampton.html).  For  his  purposes,  Moore  uses  the 
terms interchangeably, and so will this paper unless specified otherwise.
1.4 Methodology
This analysis will have a mostly literary character, concentrating on the script of  From Hell  
rather than the illustrations or picture/text interaction. The angle will be socio-cultural, and 
the  theoretical  approach  borrowed mainly  from  critical  discourse  analysis,  with  notes  on 
sociolinguistics provided in this chapter. The modus operandi will alternate thematic sections 
with close reading of sample panels. Sources will be discussed throughout the text.
1.4.1 Critical discourse analysis
The underlying theoretical assumption of this work is that representation both reinforces and 
builds on discourse, and discourse both reinforces and builds on ideology. Through a close 
look at each of these layers, then, we can first deconstruct a work of art to identify how its 
features are organized in relation to a certain angle, and then analyze this latter system to 
discover the worldview it promotes.
The  main inspiration for  the thematic  analysis  constituting the bulk  of  this  paper will  be 
provided  by  the  method  of  critical  discourse  analysis,  as  described  by  linguistics  scholar 
Norman Fairclough.  The departure point for the problem formulation comes straight from 
Fairclough’s statement that “We can think of a discourse as (a) representing some particular 
part of the world, and (b) representing it from a particular perspective” (Fairclough, 2003, 
129). Even where not explicitly stated, the following reflections will be treated as guidelines.
In  this  case,  there  is  plenty to  be  said as  for  the  “parts  of  the  world”  that  are  objects  of 
representation. The prostitute and the Freemason will serve as windows to the Victorian age 
and to the discourses that surrounded these two figures. While the former will be a vehicle to 
expound on the reality of the Victorian slum, the latter will allow us a look at the upper-class 
panorama of  secret  societies,  allowing us  to  form a  historical  and cultural  picture  of  two 
worlds  that  were  opposite  but  complimentary,  located  as  they  were  at  each  end  of  the 
spectrum of Victorian class society. The red thread tying these two worlds together would be 
the discourse on gender as carried out in the two different contexts. From the all-female world 
of the disenfranchised walking the streets of the East End, to the all-male world of Freemasons 
meeting in the halls  of  the West End, we will  witness an uncontested discourse of female 
repression and oppression.
It is important to repeat that, though loosely based on historical events that occurred in the 
1880s,  From Hell is a fictional reconstruction written between the 1980s and the 1980s, and 
as such the characters that will be analyzed are products of the imagination of the artists. The 
perspective from which Victorian discourses of class and gender are represented, then, is that 
of a contemporary comic book writer and a contemporary visual artist who are very much 
interested in historical and cultural questions. Moore and Campbell engage with a Victorian 
pastiche, but the final result of Gull's deeds is portrayed as relevant to the age we live in. Their 
interpretation of the Victorian age as birthing modernity in the guise of a cold and bloody 20th 
century, in which oppression takes new and unpredictable forms, is at the heart of the graphic 
novel and of this analysis.
1.4.2 Sociolinguistics
As  we  have  said,  the  analysis  will  be  mostly  textual.  Being  class  and  gender  two  of  its 
governing angles, it is worth mentioning sociolinguistics as one of the perspectives this work 
should be looked at through. As the characters belong to different speech communities, Moore 
has tried to give the lower-class East End prostitutes,  the middle-class policemen and the 
upper-class circles Sir William Gull class-specific variations. In the case of specific characters, 
regional variations are also introduced.
As Alan Moore applies the variations he introduces for the different characters consistently 
throughout  From Hell,  a  panel-to-panel analysis  of  their  speech patterns would somewhat 
repetitive. Here are, instead, some samples, followed by a brief discussion.
Fig.  2.  Chapter  9,  20.  Prince  Albert  Victor  Christian Edward,  aka Prince  Eddy,  was  Queen Victoria's  grandson.  
Following the rumors of the time, Moore portrays him as bisexual. Here, a fictional Prince Eddy is shown with his  
Cambridge  tutor  J.K.  “Jem”  Stephen.  The  implication  is  that  they  had  a  relationship  while  the  Prince  was  in 
university.  The British upper class incorporated words  
of Greek and Roman etymology in their speech, as well  
as  French,  which  had  been  the  language  of  the  
aristocracy for centuries previous. There was, however,  
some debate over the appropriateness of this, and the  
arbiters  of  taste  recommended  the  use  of  Anglicized  
words (Phillipps, 1984, 51-53). Moore might either have  
been  unaware  of  it,  or  be  underlining  Jem's  slightly  
lower stance, who seems to follow this imperative and  
use  plain  language,  considered less  vulgar.  “Do  say  I  
might” rather than “May I?” is a polite form, also fitting  
their  extraction.  Their  grammar  is  impeccable  
throughout the comic.
Fig. 3. Chapter 6, 5. Frederick Abberline, a Scotland Yard police inspector, was born and raised in a saddlemaker's  
home in Whitechapel. After the death of his first wife, the daughter of a laborer, he remarried above his station with  
a merchant's daughter. Here Moore imagines an exchange between the couple, sitting in their drawing room. Emma  
Abberline  is  embroidering,  one  of  the  activities  allowed  to  ladies  in  the  home.  She  displays  her  middle-class  
upbringing in the polite  way she addresses  her husband,  calling him “dearest”  (prostitute  Mary Kelly  calls  her  
common-law husband “me love”, if anything at all) and trying to be as unobtrusive as possible. Frederick Abberline  
maintains a grammatically correct and non-inflected language for the first part of the conversation, only to lapse  
into lower-class speech variations and vocabulary as emotion takes over, dropping all  the initial “h”s and using  
colloquial expressions such as “to have one's gizzard slit”=”to have one's throat cut”.
Fig.  4.  Chapter  3,  6.  A  frank  discussion  of  venereal  disease  and  contraceptive  methods  between  Whitechapel  
prostitutes Elizabeth Long and Mary Kelly, as imagined in From Hell. As will be noted later, because of their trade  
prostitutes were much better informed about issues of sexual health and contraception than the average working  
class woman, possibly also because such topics were not taboo in their community and lore could be discussed and  
exchanged between public women. A “sponge”, a most ancient contraceptive tool, could be inserted in the vagina  
prior to intercourse to block sperm. The “holding between the legs” referred to was a trick where the prostitute  
would simulate penetration by holding the customer's penis between her thighs; Moore has researched it as being  
allegedly common during the Victorian period (Moore, Appendix 1, 6). Both women belong to the speech community  
of prostitutes, and have therefore no need to explain these concepts to each other, as the words they're using are 
part of their specialized jargon and can only mean one thing. Mary Kelly elides the “d” in “and” like most other  
working class character in the graphic novel; in other panels, she also uses “ye” for “you” and “being after” instead of  
“being”, all forms found in Hiberno-English. Elizabeth Stride, who is a native of Sweden, speaks a grammatically  
correct but slightly accented English.
2. Socio-cultural perspectives
2.1 The “Victorian watershed”: the British Empire abroad and at home
The term “Victorian age” encompasses the 63 years in which Queen Victoria of England sat 
upon  the  throne,  as  well  as  the  decades  before  and  after,  which  are  seen  by  scholars  as 
possessed by much of the same values and sensibility. Cambridge history professor R.J. Evans, 
for example, considers the Victorian age as running from 1815 to 1914. The Victorian age was 
not, he states, one uniform period, and the year of 1888, in which  From Hell  takes place, is 
poised on what Evans calls “the Victorian watershed” (Evans, 1950/1968, 149).
In this period, the territories controlled by Britain grew to the size that we think of as 'the 
British  Empire'.  This  development  was  sanctioned  at  a  symbolic  level  by  Prime  Minister 
Benjamin Disraeli, who proclaimed the Queen Empress of India.  This state of affairs had been 
reached by annexing colonies as well as controlling  the economy of neighboring territories in 
Africa and Asia, and the instrument had been the British fleet and its countless bases around 
the  world.  Britain's  imperial  rule  would  be  undisputed until  World  War  I  would  turn  its 
attention  away from its  colonies  and allow for  independentist  movements  to  form,  but  it 
seems like Britain would not shake off its air of colonial grandeur until more contemporary 
days. Even in 1950, J.D. Evans sees it fit to deliver this commentary: “It was thus the Royal 
Navy's  task to  chart,  map and safeguard the seaways  of  the  world,  primarily  in  our own 
interest; but through the wonderful series of charts issued by the Admiralty, the benefits of 
this immense, skilful and hazardous work were made freely available to all nations, though 
there is no evidence that any of them ever felt the slightest gratitude” (Evans, 1950/1968, 
158).
Evans will be the main source for the historical part of this chapter, but asides like these serve 
to  remind  us  to  keep  a  critical  eye  on  who  the  people  writing  history  ultimately  are. 
Contemporary scholars such as political  scientist John McCormick,  however,  point out that 
much has changed in the construction and definition of British identity in present times. More 
self-consciousness and self-criticism permeated British culture from the onset of the 1960s, 
with  the  creation  of  the  welfare  state,  the  rise  of  immigration,  the  heyday  of  the 
countercultural movement, and the related questioning of the perceived role of Britain and 
preconceived notions such as Britishness and class. (McCormick, 2003, 172)
Closer to home, Britain was soon meant to deal with the question of Home Rule in Ireland.
Irish politician Charles Stewart Parnell had entered the House of Commons in 1875 and found 
a  workable  strategy to  obstruct  British rule  in  both  England and Ireland:  he  jammed the 
parliamentary sessions with as much obstructionism as he and his allies could muster. Later 
on, in 1880, he suggested a boycotting campaign against anyone who would establish their 
home on a farm which previous owner had been evicted by the state. Parnell had his eyes fixed 
on the prize of Irish Home Rule, but years of political games and mediatic and private scandals 
nullified his work and the issue was not resolved during the reign of Queen Victoria (Evans, 
1950/1968 , 222-231).
Fig. 5. Chapter 1, 7. Mary Kelly, a prostitute of Irish descent, comments upon the question of Home Rule. The Fenian  
bombings  in  London  occurred  historically  in  1886.  Moore  interprets  them  as  a  possible  source  for  anti-Irish  
sentiment, which led to the failure of Gladstone's attempt at passing Home Rule for Ireland (Moore, appendix 1, 2).  
Mary Kelly's anti-English feelings are also historically mutuated. The Great Famine caused by the  failure of the  
potato crops between 1845 and 1852 had cost the Irish many lives and much of their livelihood, also generating an  
exodus of Irish citizens, like the real Mary Kelly herself. British mismanagement (Ireland continued to export food)  
and failure to provide humanitary aid (the condition for landowners to be allowed relief were too steep) were  
obviously cause for much anger among the Irish. Mary Kelly's curse on England hangs over the novel, as a cry of  
outrage of the dispossessed towards their masters.
Starting  around  1860,  English  society  knew  the  quickest  and  most  sweeping  bout  of 
transformation  it  had  ever  entered,  and  the  lower  classes  were  not  the  better  for  it. 
Agriculture  lost  its  primary  role  as  the  economic  tractor  of  the  country.  The  open fields, 
traditionally used as common land and therefore important for subsistence, disappeared and 
were replaced by the now characteristic landscape of the enclosure, cementing the concept of 
private  property.  The  rise  of  the  open  market  also  meant  that  the  farmers  had  to  face 
unprecedented competition on product sales. Attempts at unionizing were thwarted by the 
landlords, and many of the disenfranchised small farmers moved to the city to benefit of the 
salary a factory worker could earn. On the other hand, industry was skyrocketing, and it was 
in these years that Britain came to be known as “the workshop of the world” (151).  Coal 
mining increased, which led to the production of more iron and then steel, and Britain became 
the first and only country in the world to be able to supply iron and steel on a massive scale. 
The technological changes that were happening to Britain would catapult it straight into the 
new century: engineering brought railroads and bridges, the sailing ship disappeared to be 
replaced by the steamship, machinery was needed to outfit the growing expanse of factories 
and steam power was generally applied to industry, increasing productivity to new levels.
But the industrial  revolution brought with it  a deep change in the social  tissue of Britain, 
based on the specialization of labor, and money became the indicator of a man's position. The 
old money of the ruling aristocracy seemed to draw closer together with the new money of the 
upper-middle classes. Some measure of economic security was gained by the lower-middle 
classes, especially skilled craftsmen. The concept of leisure, in the form of the rise of literature, 
sports and tourism, emerged in these years.
Britain was, however, significantly backwards in matters of education, even in the upper strata 
of  society:  until  1828,  the  only  two  universities  in  the  country  had  been  Oxford  and 
Cambridge. A classical education was considered a leisure “for a well-born man who would 
never have to earn his living” (168), was obviously still a prerogative of the men belonging to 
the upper and middle classes, and mostly had a religious slant.
In  keeping with the Protestant work ethics,  “poverty,  deserved or not,”  states  Evans,  “was 
shameful”  (161).  The  lower  classes  were  fully  exposed  to  the  risk  of  poverty  caused  by 
sickness or unemployment due to the lack of any kind of tutelage, and often had to resort to 
the state by moving into workhouses. This system, established in 1934, ensured basic support 
and medical care for the homeless and the jobless; in exchange, they would have to endure 
extenuating  sixteen-hour  working  days  and  separation  from their  family  members.  Those 
members  of  the  working  class  who  were  lucky  enough  to  keep  afloat  could  enjoy  what 
freedom was allowed by three novelties:  “the Saturday half-holiday,  cheap  travel,  and gas 
lighting” (162). The leisure available to the lower classes was often represented by circus and 
fair-like forms of entertainment, and by the pubs.  Without a welfare system in place,  child 
labor, necessary for the survival of families and of the children themselves, was infamously 
commonplace. As the education provided to children in workhouses did not include reading 
and writing,  and until  1902 no  system of  national  education was  in  place,  most  working 
people were thoroughly illiterate.
But change seemed to be coming for the working class too. Das Kapital had been published in 
1867, and Marxism was finding its way into the educated layers of society, especially through 
those  who had  travelled the  continent,  where  Bismarck's  Germany was  showing  signs  of 
developing  a  welfare  state.  The  Fabian  Society,  composed  by  intellectuals  with  anti-
imperialistic and pro-labor views, was founded in 1884, fomented riots in 1886 and 1887, and 
would  go  on  to  provide  the  basis  for  the  Labour  Party.  From  1888, a  number  of  unions 
comprising  members  of  the  most  humble  professions,  such  as matchmakers  and  miners, 
started to bloom in the cities. The ground felt quite shaky under the feet of the city's elite 
(Evans, 1950/1968, 231-232).
Fig. 6. Chapter 1, 1. Socialist ideas would not have the same success in Britain as they had had on the continent. After  
the Victorian watershed, revolts plagued the country,  but revolution did not happen as it  had in France. In this  
exchange, set in 1923, Inspector Frederic Abberline and former psychic sensation Robert Lees discuss the merits of  
socialism after the Russian revolution. The historical Robert Lees, was a member of the Fabian Society. Middle-class  
Abberline is considerably more jaded at the perspective of socialism than upper-class Lees, reflecting the resistance  
socialist ideals had encountered in Britain.
2.2 The “perfect lady” and the working class woman
Fig. 7, Chapter 8, 2. Life in the shadows.
In  From Hell, the main plot is triggered by the decision to blackmail the royal family by five 
East London prostitutes who know of the existence of an illegitimate princess, fathered by 
Prince Albert onto a shopkeeper. The prostitutes concoct this desperate plan in the hope to be 
able to escape retribution by the mob by paying them the royal’s money, but by attracting the 
Crown's attention they sign their own death warrant. The names of the prostitutes are Martha 
Tabram, Polly Nichols, Annie Chapman, Elizabeth Stride and Mary Kelly, which are the actual 
victims  Jack  the  Ripper  massacred  in  1888.  To  understand  Moore's  reimagining  of  these 
characters, we need to familiarize ourselves with what kind of society they were shaped by as 
well as interacting with on a daily basis. It is with this purpose in mind we will analyze the 
ideology  as  well  as  the  sociological  conditions  a  working  class  woman  in  general,  and  a 
prostitute in particular, had to contend with during the Victorian age.
Needless to say, the everyday of the urban working class differed massively on the lines of 
gender,  and the Victorian watershed was a transitional  period for  women as well.  Martha 
Vicinus is a professor of women's studies who specializes in the Victorian age, and the essays 
she collected as an editor will be one of the main inspirations for this chapter.
Vicinus  has  noted  how before  this  period  the  ideal  to  which  working  class  women  were 
supposed to aspire was that of the “perfect wife” (Vicinus, 1972, ix). The “perfect wife” was an 
active member of the family and just as essential to the family as the man was, in that not only 
was she the child bearer, but she was expected to contribute to the family's income. From this, 
it is possible to inflect that, a second breadwinner in the house, she could have much more of a 
say on family matters. From the fact that she was not confined to the family hearth, we also 
can assume that she was allowed to have an independent social life, at the very least in the 
workplace.
Fig. 8.  Chapter 2, 12.  A reimagining of  
the first night together of an upper-class  
married  couple,  William  Gull  and  his  
wife Susan.
Vicinus then goes on to examine 
the ideal of the “perfect lady” which came to be prevalent during the Victorian watershed (ix). 
This image was developed by the upper and middle class, and it postulated that the ideal state 
for women was as passive as possible.
The “perfect lady” should definitely not work, neither outside nor inside the house, where she 
had servants to perform housekeeping tasks, and therefore was completely dependent on the 
status of the male member of the family to which she was entrusted: first her father and then 
her husband. Her role as nurturer was limited to those hours where the daily routine involved 
her  and  her  children  being  together,  while  the  rest  of  the  time  the  children  would  live 
separately  from  the  rest  of  the  family  and  be  taken  care  of  by  nurses  and  governesses. 
Moreover, it was in this period the idea that a woman has no sexual drive of her own and 
should be brought up in complete ignorance of sex and her own body was born. This crucial 
point will be relevant to later analysis of the graphic novel.
This ideal could have been sustainably perpetuated in the upper to middle classes, where a 
second breadwinner was not needed and servants were available to take care of practical 
tasks. Its trickling down to the lower levels of society, however, was disastrous. Being London's 
East  End  the  main  background  of  the  events  depicted  in  From  Hell,  the  spectrum  of  the 
analysis will now restrict mostly to the living situation of working class women in the capital 
to allow for a closer look at the setting of the graphic novel and the background of some of its 
protagonists.
First of all, it takes one look at the environment urban working class women were living in to 
realize  that  pursuing  such  an  ideal  was  a  completely  unrealistic  endeavor.  Working  class 
women were well too informed about the state of affairs of the world around them to ever be 
ladies, and their sexual education started much too early. As a cultural geography study by J. A. 
Yelling informs us, “Victorian London is a classic site of the slum” (Yelling, 1986, 1).
Before  and  after  the  huge  renovations  the  city  was  subjected  to  through  several  slum 
clearances, hygienic conditions were poor and the slums were rife with disease, which made 
them distinct for their high mortality rate, especially for respiratory illnesses (123). Death and 
illness would not be an uncommon sight for a working class woman.
Overcrowding was also common, with large families living in one or two rooms, if not sharing 
them with other families.  Accidentally,  this also meant that young girls were sharing their 
rooms with their parents and siblings long after this would be considered in any way proper 
by Victorian standards. Even in the households where fathers and brothers were on their best 
behavior, this upbringing entailed a knowledge of sexual matters that did not sit well with the 
Victorian upper class' pretensions of purity.
Fig.  9. Chapter  6,  22.  Inspector  Abberline,  an  upwardly  mobile  native  of  
Whitechapel, comments on the housing situation in the neighborhood.
Reports of the time, notably the Booth enquiry, cast the slum as 
an area which “reflects the social condition of a poor, thriftless, 
irregularly employed and rough class of inhabitant” (Duckworth 
in Yelling, 1986, 111). “The life of the people was chiefly occupied 
in  deception  and  concealment”  (113),  comments  a  school 
attendance  officer.  As  Yelling  warns,  however,  the  general 
impression is  that  when discussing the slum ideology sets  the 
stage for experience, and the tone of the discourse of the time influences what observers saw. 
The link between degraded living conditions and a lowly morality was made by Victorian 
authorities without much analysis of the causes of the situation, nor of the impact that an 
ideology equating poverty with depravation could have on society at large.
In reality, it is true that customs were more relaxed, for example in regards to common law 
marriages, which were generally tolerated in a way that would be unthinkable in the upper 
classes. The opposite was also true: because of the trickling down of upper class ideas, some 
working class women may choose a life of propriety with the perception of raising themselves 
above their station at least morally. In a practical sense, however, their lives would never be 
meeting the requirements the “perfect lady” ideal had created.  Even if they did succeed in 
marrying another respectable man and devoting themselves to his happiness, far too much 
work was required of them for them to ever qualify as ladies.
In his extensive report on the condition of the urban working class woman, historian Peter N. 
Stearns points out that the Industrial Revolution had created workplaces for women as well as 
men. Though women were underpaid compared to men, a single factory girl could, with the 
earnings from her job, help out her parents' economic situation by paying them for board and 
lodging and still  have more money to spend on clothes and amusements than ever before. 
Moreover, she would benefit from the social environment found outside the home. Stearns 
states that “Most of the young women in the factories were satisfied with material conditions 
rather  than  downcast...  in  terms  of  their  only  gradually  evolving  material  expectations” 
(Stearns, 1972, 111).
While this was the relatively positive situation for those able to find work in factories, we have 
to take into consideration that during the Victorian watershed migration from rural centres to 
the city was disproportionate, and not all single women moving to the country to the city in 
search of jobs could be easily absorbed by factory work. Moreover, those local women who 
were in a particularly vulnerable position, for example members of a single-parent household 
such  as  illegitimate  daughters  or  orphans,  would  find  considerable  trouble  supporting 
themselves entirely and at all times.
Fig. 10, Chapter 1, 5. Shop girl Anne Crook gives  
birth to her daughter  Alice  in  an East London 
workhouse,  under  circumstances  entirely  
common  to  a  woman  of  her  station.  In  From  
Hell,  the baby is  an illegitimate royal heir and  
the  wish  of  the  Crown  to  remove  her  and  
whoever  knows  of  her  existence  provides  the  
motivation  for  the  main  plot,  with  doctor  
William  Gull  being  appointed  to  the  task  by  
Queen  Victoria.  Historically,  little  Alice's  birth  
certificate  does  not  report  the  name  of  her  
father,  but  later  documents  pertaining  her  
marriage hint to another of the terrible realities working class women often faced at the time: incest. The father's  
name is  given as William Crook, who was Anne Crook's father, and therefore Alice Crook's grandfather. (Moore,  
1989/2006,  Appendix  1,  7).  Eddie  Campbell  drew  these  pictures  from  the  actual  interior  of  the  Marylebone  
workhouse in central London.
A survey by women's historian Judith R. Walkowitz describes the jobs in which the weakest 
layer of working class women would end up landing.
Some girls hired themselves out as servants, which placed them in a characteristically weak 
position in the house of upper and middle class people, and the risk of them incurring into 
abuse,  rape  and  unwanted  pregnancies  was  high.  Others  found  work  as  dress-makers  or 
milliners, which often required 16-hours workdays for a miserable pay.  Others still peddled 
goods  on  the  street,  or  worked  as  laundresses  or  charladies,  which  exposed  them  to  an 
exhausting everyday and did not guarantee them a stable income. There was, obviously, no 
perspective of rising above this type of occupation, and these women's existence was entirely 
hand  to  mouth.  As  Walkowitz  notes,  “The  degree  to  which  working  class  women  were 
expected to shift for themselves... shocked middle-class commentators” (Walkowitz, 1980, 15-
17).
In any case, the lifestyles available to single women would meet their natural end when the 
woman entered the bond of marriage.
Marriage typically occurred in a working woman's early twenties. If the urban working class 
woman had not taken to heart to the ideal which saw them devote their lives to the hearth and 
family, her man would see to it. Once married, she was not supposed to work, because that 
would “offend her husband's manhood, for it would demonstrate his inability to provide for 
her”  as  well  as  expose her to  the immorality  of  the  world  at  large:  “only  the  sick or  the 
depraved sent their women out to work” (Stearns, 1972, 113). The woman was, then, deprived 
of all her earning power, as well as the social life she once had outside the home. At home, she 
was expected to manage the family's economy in every way, such as paying the rent, shopping, 
meeting school expenses and keeping all family members clothed and fed. The priority was, of 
course,  that of ensuring that the breadwinner could keep his job, so the wife was at times 
forced to neglect herself and her children to such an extent that they could go to bed on an 
empty stomach just so the husband could have dinner (104-105). Meanwhile, men could well 
be keeping part of their income to themselves so they could access recreational possibilities 
like  pubs  and  sports,  also  traditionally  off-limits  to  women  because,  again,  considered 
unladylike  (117).  No  alternatives  suitable  for  women  were  offered,  and  they  were  not 
supposed to go out alone, so they just stayed home.
As for children and childcare, family size was gradually decreasing and the mortality rate had 
declined enough to encourage women to invest more in their children emotionally,  but not 
enough to make it unlikely for them to have to deal with their children's death; child deaths 
had therefore a much more devastating impact on the mothers than they used to (109).
Entirely  relegated to  the  house or  living  an  existence of  utmost  poverty,  by the  Victorian 
watershed the British urban working class woman was not doing well. Stearns points out that 
when compared to continental  working class women of the time,  British housewives were 
underfed and overworked (119). What is more revealing, though, is that reports of the time 
note the disproportionate amount of time they spent in bed, and the fact that they were not 
taking care of their appearance and were unwilling to do housework. In fact, it sounds like 
urban working class women in Britain were suffering from depression in large numbers, as 
confirmed by the fact that “suicide was frequent” (102-103).
Spinsterhood  was,  obviously,  not  an  option.  Besides  being  ideologically  unacceptable  and 
widely lampooned in the times' popular culture, an aging single woman would not be able to 
benefit  of  a  network  of  family  members  and  descendants  which  might  help  her  support 
herself. Again, indigence and the workhouse would be the only available avenue for her.
To  sum  up,  the  urban  working  class  woman  was  generally  living  in  insalubrious  and 
overcrowded quarters from the very start of her life, could not count on economic support 
from her family, had had an early sexual education which sometimes included abuse, and was 
employed in dead-end jobs which at times corroborated her weak position and exposed them 
to yet more sexual violence. Marriage was considered the preferred avenue to security, and yet 
a married woman lost what little economic independence and social life she had as single. Her 
life was then supposed to revolve about their husbands' livelihood, at the cost of their own, 
and  the  rearing  of  children  which  would  in  many  cases  not  survive  their  infancy,  with 
terrifying psychological consequences. Her health was poor and her sanity was not better. To 
top it all, society at large entertained a womanly ideal, that of the “perfect lady”, that valued a 
woman's ignorance in sexual matters and portrayed her as above work, and thus in its essence 
unattainable for a working class woman.
It will maybe not come as a surprise by now that Walkowitz' survey on working class women's 
dead-end professions, representing the weakest strata of British female population, was based 
on a  very  specific  sample:  women who at  a  later  point  in  time  had entered the trade  of 
prostitution.  The  urban  working  class  woman  was  in  desperate  need of  alternatives.  She 
would find them as far away from the impossible ideologies of the upper class as she could 
possibly get, in the same shadows where she spent the entirety of her life.
2.3 The “Great Social Evil”
The  numbers  of  women  who  prostituted  themselves  was  on  a  dramatic  rise  during  the 
Victorian  age.  Figures  reported in  this  period cannot  be  regarded  as  anything  more  than 
indicative, but will be noted for reference. Writers and bishops note a raise in the numbers of 
London prostitutes from 50.000 in 1797 to the 80.000 of the 1830s and 1840s and the 83.000 
of 1858, which, the author of the survey states, would represent one sixth of all unmarried 
women between 15 and 50. While the police estimates are much lower, they also only tally the 
number of registered prostitutes, placing it as over 7.000 in 1858. For reasons that will be 
discussed  later,  there  is  reason  to  believe  that  only  a  fraction  of  prostitutes  were  ever 
registered by the police. Prostitution was widespread in areas that are today part of Central 
London (Haymarket,  Piccadilly,  Vauxhall  etc.),  but especially  galling scenes are reported to 
happen in East London areas such as Spitalfields, where  From Hell  is set, as well as Bethnal 
Green (Whitehorne in Sigsworth and Wyke, 1972, 78-80).
These  numbers,  however,  do  not  mean  that  all  of  these  women  were  embodying  the 
traditional image of the slum streetwalker. Even disregarding high-brow prostitution as found 
in the West End more often than East,  working class women working as prostitutes often 
made very different lifestyle choices. Their situation ranged from entertaining relationships 
with sailors and receiving their half  salary while they were at  sea,  to receiving occasional 
customers  in  their  rooms,  to  actually  living  in  brothels,  to  working  as  streetwalkers 
(Walkowitz, 1980, 21-31). Moreover, there were prostitutes who entertained this occupation 
as  a  seasonal  trade,  and  many  saw  it  only  as  a  temporary  solution.  Also,  a  number  of 
prostitutes  possibly much larger than the official  one did not  support  themselves  entirely 
through  prostitution,  but  rather  supplemented  their  meagre  earnings  on  the  previously 
discussed dead-end jobs with prostitution (14-15). Generally, the women in question seem to 
have  acted out  of  a  need for  survival  in  extraordinarily  strict  situations,  and hoped for  a 
different life after this transitional stage.
What is especially interesting is that, as Walkowitz points out, many prostitutes distinguished 
themselves from the working class they came from in various ways. The most obvious was 
their earnings. They could afford better lodgings than their peers and often lived alone or with 
a selected small number of female friends; they also could dress to imitate the style of, again, 
the  Victorian  upper-class  woman  (25-26).  Despite  this,  the  reality  of  prostitution  was  of 
course quite grisly, especially in the London East End.
Fig. 11, Chapter 3, 15: Broken biscuits, which could be bought cheap, were a staple of the urban poor's diet. Ulcers of  
the venereal kind were a common work-related illness in the prostitute's trade.
The  prostitute  was  exposed  to  the 
same health risks as the rest of the 
inhabitants of the slum, and, on top 
of that, she was constantly courting 
venereal  illnesses  as  well.  As 
previously  expounded,  she  was 
detached from her family, if she had 
one  at  all.  Even  if  a  prostitute's 
income  could  raise  her  above  the 
working  class,  there  was  no 
certainty her tomorrow would yield the same possibilities for economic gain. And since her 
means separated her, however temporarily, from the rest of the working class, she would at 
times not be able to benefit from class solidarity; people would regard her with mistrust, if not 
because of her morals then because of her income. The life of a streetwalker also entailed the 
dangers of extortion and violence by customers and criminals as well as police, as well as a 
higher risk of falling into alcohol abuse (31).
In situations of illness or distress, support between prostitutes was widespread; notably in the 
context  of  this  analysis  of  From  Hell,  the  historical  Mary  Kelly's  casket  was  covered  with 
wreaths from her colleagues (30). But this form of support was also the one and only non-
coercive form of safety net a prostitute could rely on. The alternative was turning herself in to 
the authorities, which meant she would be registered as a prostitute, making her status public 
with her neighbors, and would have to undergo humiliating and often painful health checks. 
The doctors in charge of the checks had no understanding of the life of the indigent, or respect 
for  a  woman's  condition:  it  was,  for  example,  a  routine practice  to  perform such medical 
examinations in front of classes of students. If found ill with a venereal disease, she would 
then  be  quarantined  into  “locks”,  specialized  hospitals  for  venereal  patients.  Much  like 
workhouses, locks had the women work as laundresses while lodging there, and taught the 
women trades which would wind them up in another dead-end job. The declared aim of these 
hospitals was to reform “fallen women”, and therefore there was much talk about morals and 
none about prevention (61-63). Most locks were empty for all of these reasons, and a great 
number of patients ended up returning to the streets after their stay.
This is very eloquent in terms of what it tells us about the system, but the Walkowitz study 
takes  the  interesting  turn  of  refusing  to  treat  the  women  as  swept  around  by  their  life 
circumstances. As previously noted, there were public women who entertained the notion that 
prostitution was,  rather than a mere means for survival,  a legitimate path to earn a living 
without resigning to a life of misery. In that sense, the fact that many prostitutes refused to be 
interned in a lock can tell us as much about them.
Social  workers  of  the time noted that  prostitutes  had an independent attitude,  a  wish for 
betterment of their condition and an assertive presence seldom found among other women of 
their same status.  They also had somewhat of a grasp on sexual health,  contraception and 
abortion, topics which still were not in reach of the common working class woman (19-20).
Indeed, from interviews conducted with prostitutes in 1857, one quote leaps out of the text: 
thousands  of  women  who  had  entered  prostitution  did  so  because  they  thought  the  job 
entailed “nothing to do; plenty of money; [being] your own mistress; perfect liberty; being a 
lady” (21). And so it is here, in the most unexpected of places, that the concept of “lady” crops 
up again.
In the light of the ideal of the “perfect lady”, which we have seen was peddled by the upper 
class at the time, a proposition of this tenor is outrageous in every way. As ingenuous as the 
proposition is,  it  also means that these women's concept of what being a lady meant was 
completely  disassociated  with  the  dominant  ideology,  and  was  based  on  notions  of  self-
empowerment and liberation which had no place in the ideology of the working class either. 
The ideological leap these women were taking was enormous, and they had come to it entirely 
on their own terms, being as it was a reaction to a life experience of poverty and repression.
So  we  have  to  consider  that,  while  it  is  very  unlikely  that  these  women  willingly  chose 
prostitution as their trade, it might have been the most viable alternative for them between 
those available to an urban working class woman during the Victorian watershed. The choice 
seems to have been between a life of toil and helplessness between the four walls of the family 
home, accounting to a society that was, ultimately, dominated by men and their ideals of who 
and what a lady is, or a life of insecurity and danger roaming the streets, shunned by society at 
large, but ultimately independent.
This sentiment is certainly shared, in some form or another, by the prostitutes in  From Hell. 
However destitute, these women characters are not afraid to fight and talk back, or rise above 
their  station.  And this  is  precisely  what  William Gull,  in  his  Ripper apron,  will  set  out  to 
exterminate, in the name of the established symbolical order.
2.4 Freemasonry and the constituted order
Fig. 12, Chapter 2, 26. The Masonic term Jahbulon, retrieved in description of ritual practices, is here interpreted as  
a composite of three sun gods, the Jewish Jahweh, the Babylonian Baal and the Egyptian Osiris.
The other main character in  From Hell  we will focus on is the Royal Physician William Gull, 
who Moore decides should embody Jack the Ripper, the killer who historically murdered a 
number of Whitechapel women in the grisliest of ways in the year 1888 and which identity 
has been the subject of much speculation up to this day. Moore's plot sees him hand-picked by 
Queen Victoria to eliminate the prostitutes who know of the illegitimate princess. He is chosen 
because of his skills as a surgeon as well as his discretion, guaranteed by his belonging to the 
secret society of the Freemasons.
There are two primary factors that define this character's textual positioning in relation to his 
victims. The historical William Gull belonged, obviously, to the upper-class, which places him 
in sharp contrast with the disenfranchised working class women he murders. He was also a 
Freemason, which means he also spent part of his life in the shadows, albeit of a different 
nature. Moore decides to base the philosophical gist of From Hell on a conceptual perversion 
of Western esoteric philosophy, as transformed by the fictional Gull into a tool for oppression. 
This section will, then, mostly concern itself with Freemasonry and its philosophical heritage 
and implications, as presented in the graphic novel.
This will be a brief attempt to trace the characteristics of early British Freemasonry in the 
form it might have taken up to Victorian times, with notes in regards to class and gender. It is 
important, however, to note that reliable sources about Freemasonry and esoteric societies in 
general are hard to come by. One reason is the inherent secretiveness of the subject matter, 
which means there is a limited amount of available material. Another one is that because of 
the way secret societies, or a mythologized image thereof, have been implied in all sorts of 
conspiracy theories, such organizations have not always been treated as worthy of historical 
enquiry. A third is that, because of the crises that would at times manifest internally to the 
groups' hierarchy, new offshoots and splinter groups would often appear, making it difficult to 
trace a complete history.
Oxford historian J.M. Roberts notes that, at the times that saw the rise of British Freemasonry, 
many of the institutions that shape our contemporary life were forming. A new social culture 
made of clubs and pubs was emerging, giving people of different extractions new possibilities 
for association. It  is,  then, not surprising that the Premier Grand Lodge of England had its 
humble beginnings at its first informal meeting in a Covent Garden pub, in 1716. In 1717 the 
Grand Lodge started meeting officially, and in 1923 it began to record its activities (Roberts, 
1972/2008, 36-37).
Fig. 13. Chapter 2, 17. A reimagining of Freemasonic practice, with hierarchical grades, secret phrases (hyphenated)  
and handshakes. The plight to answer the call of a fellow brother was said to be an integral part of Masonic code.
The English Freemasonry soon became the most widespread in Europe. It initially regrouped 
people who were actual masons by trade, the so-called “operative masons”,  and presented 
itself as a sort of mutual aid society; as the mason's trade tended to be an itinerant profession, 
he could show up in a different city and find shelter in the lodge. With time, its configuration 
shifted to include members who had other occupations, or “non-operative masons”. In the end, 
the lodges had lost the original association with this profession to retain it only in name and 
were now formed by “speculative” masons  (33-36).   At  this point,  the reasons for which 
potential members were attracted to the lodges were the social publicity they granted, along 
with the social events they hosted; the dominance of upper- and middle class members had 
shifted the focus from support between members to charity.  Membership was also sought 
after because of the tolerant intellectual environment found in them and a certain fascination 
with  the occult  (41-42).  The  wealth of  the  lodge's  knowledge  was not  made up  by trade 
secrets anymore, but by complex philosophical and allegorical lore, which would be disclosed 
gradually to the members throughout a number of levels. Complex ritual ceremonies were the 
gateways between the different  stages  of  initiation.  In  this  sense,  Roberts  states,  Masonic 
lodges are not secret societies but esoteric societies, in that their workings are not concealed 
only to non-members, but also to members who have not acceded to the required level.
The Freemason's principles of conduct were distinctly humanistic:  the motto was “Liberty, 
Equality and Fraternity”. Indeed, some of their declared aims were “the establishment among 
those who join us of feelings of brotherhood and moral support, the revivification of moral 
virtues and the renewal of their practice, and finally the rendering of our association useful 
not only to the individuals who belong to it,  but to Humanity itself” (67). The Constitution 
reveals they endorsed freedom of religion as one of its pillars, as a means of fostering feelings 
of brotherhood between people of different persuasions (38). Other principles are a ban on 
unlawful  behavior  and  political  scheming  against  one's  country,  and  a  ban  on  personal 
quarrelling between members of the Lodge (39-40).  Generally,  the text of  the Constitution 
seems  to  imply  that  the  lodge  is  the  utmost  authority,  to  which  the  Freemasons  have  to 
respond of their actions. Thus, harmony between members is a supreme virtue, but a more 
general practice of ethics should also be applied.
What is most interesting, though, is while the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity may 
have held true between members, membership to the order was limited, and the lines along 
which such limitations were drawn look distinctly familiar.
Lodges required their recruits to be independent, which barred servants, and demanded the 
payment of substantial dues, too steep for anyone downwards of a successful small business 
owner or a well-positioned clerk (63). Depending on the country and the specific case, the 
social composition of Masonic lodges shifted from generously mixed upper- and middle-class 
to completely segregated. While the big picture, then, comprised a number of masons who 
were middle-class, the lower classes were automatically excluded by them.  
After  all  the  talk  about  elevating  mankind  to  an  enlightened  state,  which  was  typical  of 
internal Freemasonic discourse as reported by the intellectuals of the time, this sounds quite 
anticlimactic. Beyond the surface, the Freemasons of this age and time, if not in general, seem 
be some fairly conservative old chaps. Their organization was strictly hierarchical. Their views 
on class may have been liberal enough for the time, but could be by no means described as 
egalitarian,  and the values they seem to appeal to sound suspiciously Christian.  Even their 
tolerance for other brother’s leanings seems to be quite mild, in that one may have the religion 
he desires,  as long as he has one.  Historically,  however,  Freemasonic lodges were liable of 
splintering,  and  the  sects  created  through  these  processes  may  have  different  political 
inclinations than the originals.
The  Bavarian  Illuminati  were  founded  in  1776  by  German  professor  Adam  Weishaupt, 
seemingly as a reaction to the deep clericalism of his region. He was animated by egalitarian 
aims and wanted to elevate the human spirit mostly by the ideals of the Enlightenment.
It is quite difficult to find proper sources regarding the Illuminati, as most seem confused or a 
priori hostile without offering much of an explanation of their activities. It seems, though, the 
members at the lower levels of initiation would be schooled in the thought of Enlightenment 
rationalists, which was presented as impious. The order's library comprehended many texts 
available throughout Europe, but prohibited in the deeply Catholic Bavaria. Those members 
that showed to be bright enough to catch on to the ideals of the text they were reading, despite 
the way they were introduced to them, were then initiated to other levels that they initially 
knew  nothing  about  (Goeringer  on  American  Atheists website: 
http://www.webcitation.org/5w47xrh7p).  This  strategy,  however,  necessitated  the  upper 
levels  of  the  hierarchy  to  constantly  lie  to  the  lower,  which  completely  contradicted 
Weishaupt's egalitarian premises and gained him the ire of many between his own files.
Purposefully  recruiting  prominent  upper-class  members,  Weishaupt  infiltrated  Masonic 
lodges with loyal Illuminati in order to spread his humanitarian ideas, hoping to be able to 
spread his anti-clerical feeling and his egalitarian views. Freemasons started to speak against 
church and king in public, a fact that immediately caught the attention of the ruling class. And 
thus, in 1785, the ruling court of Bavaria outlawed the Illuminati and the Freemasons, which 
destroyed  the  former  and  somewhat  tarnished  the  reputation  of  the  latter  (Roberts, 
1972/2008, 145). Nonetheless, a myth was born, and to this day conspiracy theorists credit 
emigrated Illuminati to have instigated the French Revolution with their atheistic and socialist 
ideals.
Fig.  14.  Chapter  9,  11.  Moore has Queen Victoria grant an audience to William Gull,  in which she demands an 
explanation for the gruesomeness of the Ripper murders he has committed. He claims the intention was to “send a  
message to certain enemies of Freemasonry”, by which he means the Bavarian Illuminati and the Golden Dawn.  
Though the plot shows this to be a lie, is enough to convince Victoria. She had been a thoroughly conservative queen,  
and according  to  the  scholars  researched  by  Moore,  she  had  been  fearing  a  revolution on English ground  for  
decades.
Another effective reversal  of  established Masonic practices was performed by the offshoot 
known as the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, also founded by former Freemasons, and 
also rather short-lived. Founded in 1887, it succumbed to internal issues and fractioning some 
twelve years  later.  In this brief  period,  though,  the  group grew to be very popular and to 
include particularly interesting intellects among its ranks: William Butler Yeats was a part of 
the  Order,  as  was  Aleister  Crowley.  Its  philosophy  has  since  inspired  countless  Western 
esoteric movements: Aleister Crowley went on to found the controversial Thelema, and the 
reformed Golden Dawn went on to mix with contemporary Wicca in the US.
The Golden Dawn was generally less secretive and recruited more freely than Freemasons. 
The most striking difference was, however, that while Freemasonry did not grant membership 
to women of any social extraction, not only did the Golden Dawn accept women in their ranks, 
but  it  stressed  the  importance  of  complete  equality  between  women  and  men.  Regular 
Freemasonry has not lifted the ban to this day, though there may be parallel lodges for women, 
and several other groups loosely related to Freemasonry do provide membership to women. If 
we  take a  look at  the  philosophies  on which  Freemasonry claims  to  be  based,  this  latter 
approach  will  look  like  a  much  more  pertaining  interpretation  of  a  long-standing 
philosophical tradition.
2.5 Esotericism and gender
Western  esotericism  would  later  be  analyzed  by,  among  others,  Carl  Jung  as  a  powerful 
construct incorporating archetypal symbols speaking directly to the unconscious.  Societies 
such as the Freemasons, the Illuminati, and the Golden Dawn, all part of the Western esoteric 
tradition,  are  inspired  by  a  diverse  syncretistic  tradition,  and  they  do  indeed  take  their 
inspiration from ancient philosophy, religion and myth, of which we will analyze three main 
strands.  The  influences  from  Eastern  philosophies  on  Western  esoteric  sects  are  also 
numerous,  especially  on groups  such  as  Helena  Blavatsky's  Theosophical  Society,  but  this 
chapter will limit itself to Western syncretism as most relevant to From Hell.
Again, it is not always easy to find sources discussing these traditions that are not treating at 
least  some  of  them  as  superstitious  mumbo-jumbo,  rather  than  the  affirmed  schools  of 
thought they happened to be in ages past. Several of these systems have had to endure the 
attacks of the Catholic Church, which branded them as heresies and made them unviable for 
their practitioners and more likely to be an undeclared undercurrent than library material. In 
fact, the need for some of these groups, such as the Gnostics, to disguise their lore into forms 
their  enemies  could  not  decode,  is  a  decisive  factor  in  the  start  of  Western  esotericism 
(Sweeney,  2003/2008,  on  The  Stanford  Encyclopedia  of  Philosophy  website: 
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/medieval-literary).  As  well,  today  many  of  the  original 
principles  of  these philosophies  appear  in  a  watered-down  version as  informing different 
types of New Age spirituality, which is enough to make any scholar's hair stand on end.  It is 
also  often that  the  main  sources  have  not  been  reprinted,  which  explains  the  number  of 
Internet references in this chapter; though the name of the websites may sound outlandish, a 
brief search will show that the vast majority of them just reproduces original printed texts. To 
those who are uncomfortable with texts written by Anonymous, we would wish to remind that 
there is another major text by the same author studied all over the world for its philosophical, 
cultural and allegorical significance,  namely the Bible.  All of these texts were philosophical 
constructs that proposed a worldview in which spirituality played a part.
The first main influence on the Western esoteric tradition can be found in the field of alchemy. 
Alchemy is a philosophy that claims descent from the practices of the priesthood in Ancient 
Egypt, then coalesced in late Hellenistic times into Hermetism, a school of thought based on 
the writings of the eponymous Hermes Trismegistus (“Hermes the Thrice-Great”). The figure 
of Trismegistus seems to be born of the convergence between the Egyptian god Thoth and the 
Greek god Hermes (Faivre, 1998, 109). The two gods shared attributes as protectors of writing 
as well as magic, and both were assigned to guiding the souls of the dead to the afterlife. In the 
Renaissance,  these  writings  were  rediscovered  and  translated  by  Neoplatonists  such  as 
Marsilio  Ficino.  This  current  is  known  today  as  Hermetism  in  its  original  form,  and 
Hermeticism in the sense of the systems of thought it came to influence (109).
Scholars  based  in  theology  and  philosophy  like  Karen-Claire  Voss  have  noted  that,  while 
alchemy is mostly known at a popular level as the attempt to transform vile matter into gold 
through chemical processes, it can be envisioned as an allegorical system which real aim is 
that of transforming the soul to reach enlightenment through a journey of discovery (Voss, 
1998, 119). Fundamental importance is placed on direct experience of the spiritual world.
In this sense, it is also related to Christian Gnosis, another of the main inspirations of Western 
esotericism. Gnosis meant reaching a revelation about the nature of the world as simply one in 
many levels of reality, emanated from an ultimate divine source that is long removed from the 
physical world (van den Broek, 1998, 9). And thus another one of the main influences on this 
system of belief comes into play.
The Jewish Kabbalah postulated that the whole of reality was emanating from a divine entity, 
which was  only knowable through its being: a system of levels of creation represented by a 
scheme  known  as  the  Tree  of  Life.  (M.  P.  Hall,  1928,  on  Sacred  Texts  website: 
http://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/sta/sta28.htm)  This view corresponds to that of the late 
Greek philosopher Plotinus, who also stated the world proceeded by emanation from the One, 
which comprised everything and was therefore beyond definition (Gerson,  2003/2008,  on 
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy website: http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/plotinus). 
Neoplatonism can therefore be seen as a Westernization of Jewish mysticism, and as paving 
the  way  to  the  conception  of  reality  as  a  spiritual  construct.  The  path  of  the  soul  to 
enlightenment through the stations of the cabalistic Tree of Life would also be said to inspire 
the progression of the Tarot (M. P. Hall,  1928, on  Sacred Texts  website:  http://www.sacred-
texts.com/eso/sta/sta29.htm),  and  its  symbolism  certainly  did  inspire  some  of  the  later 
reimaginings of Tarot iconography, such as those by Golden Dawn members Arthur E. Waite 
and Pamela Colman Smith.
Sorbonne  professor  Antoine  Faivre  first  defined  Western  esotericism  as  a  field  of 
interdisciplinary studies, and he notes how theology has historically tended to “casting off” 
the cosmological domain, that is, nature, from its field of enquiry, generating the two separate 
fields of theology and science (Faivre,  1998, 111). It  has been noted that what all  esoteric 
traditions really had in common was an idea of “a strong internal coherence of the whole 
universe,  including  an  intimate  relationship  between  both  its  spiritual  and  its  material 
elements”  as  opposed  to  “the  scientific  mechanization  of  the  world,  the  doctrinal 
consolidation  of  Reformation  and  Counter-Reformation,  and  the  rationality  of  the 
Enlightenment” (van den Broek, 1998, vii). Western esotericism, then, refused to see spirit and 
nature as separate, and by extension to see man as the carrier of consciousness and the world 
as   a  mechanical  realm he  was  meant  to  prevail  upon;  basically,  it  questioned the  whole 
premises  of  Enlightenment  thought  and  philosophy.  In  the  Victorian  age,  then,  after  the 
onslaught  on  spirituality  carried  out  by  the  rationalism  of  the  Enlightenment,  these 
philosophies  are  once  again  deep  underground,  in  the  shadowy  position  of  being  the 
patrimony of secret societies.
Another aspect the systems of thought that came to construct Western esotericism had in 
common, and which is very interesting for the purposes of this paper, is an unorthodox view 
on gender.
Gnostics  had the unflattering idea that the  flawed creation of  the  world was to  blame on 
Sophia, the female principle, wishing to beget on her own (9), but they also believed there 
must be a purpose to this in the scheme of the real creator. Therefore, they did not advocate 
celibacy  (M.  P.  Hall,  1928,  on  Sacred  Texts  website:  http://www.sacred-
texts.com/eso/sta/sta30.htm), and compared to the official Christian Church also had gender-
related views that were surprisingly forward. Scholars like Princeton religion professor Elaine 
Pagels have held the sometimes contested view that Gnostic sects attracted women for two 
main reasons. First, they included prayers to feminine aspects of the divinity, such as grace. 
Second, they were allowed to participate in religious rites as celebrants as well as priests. In 
groups such as the Valentinians they were held in equal esteem to men, and in three other 
sects there is a record of female bishops (Pagels, 1989, 58-60). Pagels quotes the ires of the 
early Christian author Tertullian: “These eretical women – how audacious they are! They have 
no modesty; they are bold enough to teach,  to engage in argument,  to enact exorcisms, to 
undertake  cures  and,  it  may be,  even to  baptize!”  (60)  This  openness  around the  role  of 
women would, however, soon ebb, and by the year 200 AD Christianity would have the stance 
we are familiar with in relation to gender.
As for the Kabbalah, this system sees the different levels of creation or emanation of God, 
known as the Sephirah, as masculine or feminine. The Sephirah interact through a complex 
system of correspondences; the masculine ones have the function of projecting outwardly and 
the feminine ones as receiving vessels. Since God manifests through creation, and creation is 
the sum of the ten Sephirah composing the Tree of Life, it is then appropriate to say that in the 
Kabbalah God manifests in the unity of masculine and feminine principles, and is therefore 
genderless  (M.  P.  Hall,  1928,  on  Sacred  Texts  website:  http://www.sacred-
texts.com/eso/sta/sta30.htm). It  is important to note,  however,  that this did not affect  the 
patriarchal Jewish society's practices as such.
This system was borrowed and expanded upon by Hermeticism. The  Tabula Smaragdina,  a 
text attributed to the figure of Hermes Trismegistus, reports: “What is below is like that which 
is above, and what is above is similar to that which is below to accomplish the wonders of the 
one  thing”  (Blavatsky,  H.  1889/1972,  on  Sacred  Texts website:  http://www.sacred-
texts.com/alc/emerald.htm).  In later  Hermeticist  interpretation this would be explained as  a 
correspondence between the microcosm of inner life versus the macrocosm of nature, and 
how  both  follow  the  same  laws  (Garstin,  A.  J.  L.,  1930,  on  Hermetic  Resource  Site: 
http://www.hermetics.org/theurgy1.html): again, a call to remind man of how he is part of a 
whole  rather than a cog in the machine which controls  lie  outside his  reach.  However,  in 
cabalistic thought “above” and “below” are also gendered, “above” being the masculine stare 
and  “below”  being  the  feminine  stare.  And  so,  in  later  Hermetistic  literature  we  find the 
“Principle of Gender”: “Everything, and every person, contains the two Elements or Principles, 
or this great Principle, within it, him or her. Every Male thing has the Female Element also; 
every Female contains also the Male Principle”. More interestingly, the text proceed to caution 
the reader against perversion of this principle: “Such base revivals of the ancient infamous 
forms of Phallicism tend to ruin mind, body and soul” (Anon, 1908, on Sacred Texts website: 
http://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/kyb/kyb04.htm).  This is  a  text  penned by “Three Initiates” in 
1908, the same year when Freud makes his first mention of penis envy; their position is, again, 
very forward and positions itself in opposition to the concepts that will inform the Freudian 
psychoanalytical debate.
Conclusively, then, the traditions that Freemasonry was supposed to have been inspired by 
had egalitarian views on gender which were at times reprised by offshoot Freemason groups, 
but never by official Freemasonry itself. In the lodges of the Masons, only middle- to upper-
class men congregated, an environment that perfectly mirrored the state of affairs of Victorian 
England.  This is  the frame in which Freemason William Gull  is requested to eliminate the 
prostitutes threatening a royal secret, and his actions will show to which extent he is prepared 
to  go  to  make  sure  order  is  restored,  unthreatened.  The  terrible  rationale  between  the 
murders is explained by Gull himself to his coach Netley during a psychogeographical cab ride 
through  London,  and  the  murders  themselves  come  to  represent  the  ultimate  denial  of 
women's role as part of the balance, societal and psychological, of Victorian society. And it is, 
after all, in the fires of the Industrial Revolution that the contemporary world was forged.
2.6 A century of shadows
Fig. 15. Chapter 4, 30. The fictional William Gull's motivation for committing the Ripper murders and the thematic  
key to the graphic novel.  “Society's irrational, feminine side” is  identified as the enemy of rational thinking, and 
therefore of the concept of order and progress. Attempts to strengthen this side are just as deserving of being culled.  
Egalitarianism of any form, then, as advanced by continental socialism or the women's rights movement, are the  
political enemies of this reimagination of the Freemason.
As multi-layered and well-researched as From Hell is, the reader is never left alone to decipher 
its sometimes cryptic Victorian lore. As well as the wealth of historical annotations at the back 
of the book, which also discuss the process of fictionalizing the facts he came across and what 
lines were drawn where, Moore provides very precise keys for the reader's interpretation.
It has been remarked by Moore himself that From Hell is not a whodunnit and has no interest 
in playing within the framework of the detective novel (Moore, 1994, 337-38). In the words of 
literature scholar and Moore expert Annalisa Di Liddo, the investigative plot is but “a pretext 
for the author to expose the darkest aspects of Victorian culture and society” (Di Liddo, 2009, 
44). William Gull is invested with the task of murdering the inconveniently knowledgeable 
prostitutes by Queen Victoria in the second chapter, and knowing that the historical Jack the 
Ripper left several victims dead on the cobbles of Whitechapel, there is not much room for 
speculation  about  what  the  outcome  of  the  confrontation  will  be  either.  Likewise,  the 
motivation for the killings is exposed in what is one of the most disturbing chapters in the 
graphic novel, and one where not a single drop of blood is shown at that. It seems appropriate 
to conclude with some plot-based considerations which provide direct  explanation for the 
idea of juxtaposing the prostitute and the Freemason, and which qualify the Victorian age as 
the cradle of our contemporary age.
Gull directs his coach Netley through an intricated route which touches different monuments 
and the works of architect Nicholas Hawksmoor, here claimed to have been heavily influenced 
by Masonic lore and to have set up his churches on sites of a specific symbolic significance. 
Two of them are particularly representative. One is St. Paul's Cathedral, which, according to 
historians, was raised on a spot which was previously home to a center of worship of the 
moon  goddess  Diana.  Its  rededication  to  Jesus,  here  seen  as  a  relatively  modern 
personification of the sun god, is then one for the patriarchy. The second site is King's Cross, 
the place of death of the barbarian Queen Boadicea. Moore reports historical accounts about 
how her and her matriarchal tribe, the Iceni, burned ancient Colchester and London to the 
ground to avenge the rape of her tribeswomen by the Romans (Moore, 1989/2006, Appendix 
1, 10). Here, too, a Christian site of worship has been built on what was once the concentration 
of a heathen cult that placed women on the upper level. Gull means to strengthen the pattern 
that chains the old pagan goddesses, and by extension the pattern that chains women, with a 
ritual sacrifice. “And what better sacrifice”, he says, “than Diana's priestesses?” Thus the mirror 
connection  of  the  Freemason  and  the  Prostitute,  the  two  characters,  opposite  and 
complimentary, that haunt From Hell, is made explicit and complete, and through the violence 
of the former over the latter the coming century is given a baptism of blood.
At the end of  the  book,  the character of  William Gull,  Royal  Surgeon and Freemason,  has 
apparently been successful. He has donned the apron of Jack the Ripper and eliminated the 
prostitutes that threatened the Crown's name. He has, with his act of symbolic magic, spilled 
sacrificial  blood  meant  to  give  new  strength  to  the  chain  that  hold  down  the  feminine 
principle. But when the murders are completed and he is given a mystical vision of the next 
century, he balks. The future looks nothing like he had expected. His surprise, though, is quite 
unjustified: all of the roots of the present century as it appears to him are well planted in his 
own Victorian era.
Fig. 16. Chapter 10, 22. Through his vision, the character of William Gull is shown people in a modern office, replete  
with machinery, following mechanical work routines and dressed following the mores of our time. Needless to say, he  
violently disapproves of them.
It  appears  that  the  supremacy  of  the  masculine  principle  has  led  to  a  sanitized  world 
commanded by the same efficiency and bleakness of industry. Rationality and progress have 
finally taken the upper hand. The people in the office Gull is shown pace around performing 
incomprehensible tasks in front of machines that, while allowing human beings skills that Gull 
could never have imagined, but have left them depleted of any sense of wonder.
The female body has also ceased to be invested of any symbolic significance. The women Gull 
witnesses  are  dressed  in  clothes  that  would  be  beyond  the  most  perverted  Victorian 
imagination, and yet men have no reaction to them. Pushed even further into submission, the 
women of this century compulsively show themselves, not as a symbolical act, not as a sexual 
innuendo,  but as a habit.  And the men who have elicited this state of affairs have become 
insensitive to it through overexposure.
Other flashbacks and dreams disseminated in the graphic novel hint at the fact that the next 
century would be plagued by wars, and at the rise of Nazism, connecting them with Gull in 
indirect ways. The implication seems to be that they have also been somehow called forth by 
his ritual, and that a century soaked in blood could only call for more blood.
Though troubled by his vision, Gull is convinced that he has reached his moment of eternity 
and fulfilled his true purpose as per his philosophy. He will go on to be punished for his deeds 
by fellow Freemasons and die in a mental hospital. As his spiritual form ascends and manifests 
in different times, inspiring evil deeds across the centuries, Moore leaves us with two more 
signs that his triumph is less than complete. Gull dies in the mental ward just as his nurse and 
warden copulate in front of him, reenacting that union of opposites that he fought so hard to 
prevent. And somewhere in Ireland, the most ancient rebel province of the British Empire, a 
familiar-looking woman calls  her many daughters  to  her,  all  of  which bear the name of  a 
deceased  Ripper  victim,  and  effectively  orders  Gull's  presence  “back  to  Hell”  (Moore, 
1989/2006, Chapter 14, 23).
3. Conclusion
From Hell profiles the Victorian age as an age of profound repression and denial, and of heavy 
social injustice. As much as progress might have been pursued in this age, and the upper-to-
middle classes might have benefited from it, there were enormous numbers lingering at the 
bottom.  Moreover,  the ideology of  the  Victorian age is  never shown as anything else than 
profoundly unbalanced, especially when it came to gender.  Using the Ripper murders as a 
symbol of class and gender violence, Moore criticizes the very ideological foundation of the 
20th century. To do so, he juxtaposes two character types that are at the opposite end of the 
Victorian social spectrum, and who both hold the key to domains that, in that time and place, 
were relegated to the shadow.
The prostitute retains a connection with her body and her sexuality which Victorian ideology 
forced any woman who wanted to be treated with respect to sever. The Freemason was the 
depository  of  esoteric  philosophies,  mostly  of  pagan  descent,  which,  though  there  was  a 
certain  covert  interest  in  such  matters  at  different  levels  of  society,  were  still  far  from 
mainstream in pious, Christian Victorian England.
The female, lower-class prostitute as we encounter her in the graphic novel is the result of a 
society that holds her down into poverty and need while holding up to her impossible ideals of 
innocence and submission. She is symbolically connected to the left hemisphere of the brain, 
moving in the shadow of so-called irrational thinking, acting as a gateway to the realm of the 
body.  Though this  important  symbolical  task  is  degraded to  the trade  of  providing sexual 
release to men's impulses, and she from knowing priestess to exploited whore, she is still in 
touch with her sexuality in a society that negates that she has one, and manifests a wish for 
independence despite the oppression she is subjected to by discourse and practice through 
every stage of her life. Because she cannot and will not conform to the dominating ideology, 
she pays with obstracism from society, and direct rebellion to the constituted authority costs 
her nothing less than her life.
The male, upper-class Freemason is a creature of reason and the right hemisphere, holds the 
tools of knowledge and power in his hand, and pays all of his humanity for them. The heir of 
free-thinking philosophers advocating self-discovery and equilibrium between opposites, he 
perverts  such  thought  into  the  discourse  of  secret  societies,  making  exclusiveness  and 
hierarchy the focal points of  his practice. But, as belonging to the rich and the ruling class, he 
must live in the shadow of the possibility that someone, the lower classes or women or the 
intersection of those, may displace his position of total prevalence, both in a practical and in 
an ideological sense. If the ruled refuse to accept the premise that they are rightly ruled, or 
worse reclaim themselves by acting of their own accord and not as if they are being ruled, the 
premises for his power crumble. He therefore resorts to violence, physical and symbolical, to 
reinforce  the  hierarchical  patterns  of  submission  and  repression  in  society.  The  killings 
become the way the upper-class man conquers the lower-class woman, above wins on below, 
and an established order built on the male oppression of the female is made to endure: in 
Gull's own words, “an act of social magic” (Moore, 1989/2006, Chapter 4, 30).
The  tangible  gruesomeness  of  his  violence  wants  to  remind  women  that  whenever  they 
disavow the ideology that wants them untouchable and asexual, and instead live in contact 
with their  body and their  sexuality,  they are  nothing  but  a  bag  of  flesh and bones,  easily 
mastered  by  physical  coercion.  And  yet,  for  his  part,  Gull  is  performing  an  act  of 
transcendental significance: he is, in a sense, getting much closer to these women than any 
man in Victorian society has ever been allowed to, carrying to paroxysm his desire for the 
forbidden fruit. In a time and place where the body and sexuality are disavowed and sexual 
contact is sanitized and reduced to a minimum, he dirties his hands with the blood of women 
who are considered sinners. It is a form of bodily contact that follows directly the line from sex 
to  death.  Unable  to  grant  the woman equal  station for  fear  of  her  overpowering  him,  he 
destroys her. His violence is at the same time the violence of a whole society against women 
and a philosophical perversion of the traditions Freemasonry draws from, and, as an attempt 
to  overrule  rather  than  unite,  a  failed  marriage  between the  masculine  and the feminine 
principle. Gull wants to usher in a new century where the masculine will have prevailed upon 
the feminine, but when he is given a vision of the future he has helped to conceive, the results 
of his victory look like defeat. Like the Gnostic Sophia, he has begotten on his own, and his 
child is deeply flawed.
One interesting observation in terms of the comic book media in which this tale is presented is 
that the juxtaposition of text and pictures, which is one of the distinctive features of comic 
book art, means we are using both the left and the right hemisphere of the brain to decode the 
symbols we are presented with.  At least  in the physical  mind of the reader,  then, the two 
opposites are reconciled, which makes this medium particularly apt for the telling of such as 
story; in fact, it is like it was made for comics.
Moore and Campbell certainly seem to want to perform their own act of social magic through 
art. The base of it is,  as we have said, a Victorian pastiche, based on a wealth of historical 
research, which is then reinterpreted in order to build a certain meaning around it. The way 
Moore  and Campbell  do it  is  by constructing  a  powerful  system of  analogy to  justify  the 
reflections  they  want  to  advance:  in  a  society  such  as  that,  it  is  like  these  women  were 
murdered for being women, it is like the upper-class males who were dominating society were 
responsible for it, it is like their deaths open up for the violence that would mark the 20th 
century. Reflection on our own times and circumstances is inevitable, especially as we do not 
seem to be much closer to a reconciliation between the many aspects  and degrees of  the 
masculine and the feminine in society and human consciousness. Theoretically, a minority of 
people may be opening up to the queer imagination, but many people's everyday is still quite 
Victorian in essence.
What glimpse of hope we might catch in this grim view of the past and the present comes from 
the asides presented on William Gull's death: the life-affirming vitality of sex and the feminine 
power of bestowing life as opposite to taking it. Not only do opposites complete each other, 
but in terms of practice, discourse and ideology they also create each other. As long as there 
will be oppression, From Hell seems to state, there will also be the possibility of resistance.
4. Appendixes
4.1 Possible developments
This dissertation has approached From Hell mostly with the intent of contextualizing its main 
characters from a socio-cultural angle and isolating a scheme based on Derridean opposites of 
male/female  and  upper-class/lower  class.  Though it  is  as  exhaustive  a  reading as  I  was 
capable  of performing,  it  is  by no means the only possible  one.  It  would have been quite 
interesting,  for  example,  to  run  opposing  analyses  using  the  psychoanalytical  theories  of 
Freud, Jung and Lacan. By the same token, the figures of the Freemason and the prostitute 
could have been examined in the light of the construction of Victorian otherness.
Taking a step backwards, it is a limitation in itself that I have chosen, as stated at the beginning 
of the paper, to focus entirely on the script and not at all on the images, or the text/images 
interplay.  Semiotics  and  communication  theory  could  provide  for  a  completely  different 
discussion of From Hell, where the iconic power of Eddie Campbell's drawings would be given 
much  more  space.  From  Hell  includes  long  speechless  sequences,  breathtaking  full-page 
panels and one of the goriest scenes I have ever been exposed to in any media. Surely the 
possibilities for interpretation are endless.
Moreover,  it  could have been enjoyable  to  include a debate  about  the status  of  the  comic 
media, the relationship between high culture and low culture and the concept of cult, as in 
underground.  Much could also have been made of the film adaptations of  From Hell and a 
number  of  other  graphic  novels  written  by  Moore,  which  he  jovially  disavows.  But  such 
discussions can also be cast in an apologetic light,  as trying to present comics as a worthy 
media against preconceived notions. I have therefore decided to cut directly to the chase, and 
to trust the reader's willingness to approach this work of art on its own terms.
4.2 The process
This bachelor takes its point of departure in a semester project I wrote in the fall of 2008, 
titled The Judge of All The Earth: Allegory and Politics in Alan Moore's 'Watchmen'.  The project 
covered the Humanistic Basis dimensions of Text and Sign and History and Culture, and it was 
at  that time, I started to experiment with literary analysis and historical contextualization 
applied to comic book writing. I also started to familiarize myself with academic texts on the 
matter of comics and culture, which have constituted much of the grounding of this paper in 
terms of  knowledge and footwork,  though only a  fraction of  them are  represented in  the 
bibliography. One main inspiration at the time had been Disguised as Clark Kent: Jews, Comics  
and the Creation of the Superhero, written in 2002 by Danny Fingeroth. In a jointly factual and 
entertaining style, Fingeroth provided a cultural analysis which ended up linking the Jewish 
myth of the golem to the American superhero. Though that did not end up being relevant to 
the project I was writing at the time, it turned me on to the idea that media, representation, 
history and archetypal  thinking could all  be part  of  the same sentence.  In  this sense,  this 
bachelor project has been an ongoing process ever since at least 2009, when I figured out that 
writing academic literature about comics was possible, had been done before, and probably 
should be done much more than it already has. My best hopes for this paper are that it may be 
one tiny step to help dispel the high-art conception which regards comics with not-a-work-of-
art  snootiness  despite  the  interesting  semiotic  properties  which  make  them  unique  as  a 
media, and their capacity to move and inspire just as much as any other media.
I had read From Hell several times before starting to work on this analysis, which proved to be 
an advantage both in terms of research when I decided to include visual material. The phase of 
research and reading has taken up a few months, while the writing has been executed in the 
last month. Both were the smoothest I have ever experienced while writing similar projects. 
The meetings with my supervisor, Camelia Elias, were invaluable to provide the creative spark, 
give the dissertation the structure it has now, and last but not least discuss comics, feminism 
and esoteric philosophies with somebody who was willing to take me seriously. Though the 
paper's  author  sometimes  voices  her  thoughts  as  “we”,  I  should  say  it  is  me  alone.  This 
dissertation has been written solo; I have tried both working in a group and on my own during 
my semesters at RUC and this has proven to be the style that best adapts both to my work 
ethics and to my possibilities. Of course, it has its pros and cons. It can eliminate strings of 
unproductive meetings, but it also precludes feedback and work sharing between peers. In 
this specific case, though, I was glad to be able to control the direction of the project entirely 
and to take full responsibility for the outcome. I found a source for inspiration in discussions 
with other Moore readers. Special thanks go to Felix Drott and Thomas Ertmann.
I regard the writing of this bachelor dissertation as a thoroughly constructive experience, and 
hope to keep building further on it in future work.
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6. Summary
Loosely based on the Ripper murders in 1880s London, the graphic novel From Hell, written 
by Alan Moore and illustrated by David Gibbons, portrays the Victorian age as a site of class 
and  gender  struggle  through  the  juxtaposition  of  two  liminal  opposites:  the  lower-class, 
female  prostitute  and  the  upper-class,  male  Freemason.  This  dissertation  examines  the 
interplay between the two character types through a socio-cultural analysis that spaces from 
Victorian  ideology,  to  the  condition  of  the  urban working  class  woman  in  London,  to  the 
traditions  and  views  on  gender  of  the  Western  esoteric  tradition.  In  this  fictional 
interpretation, the Ripper murders grow to symbolize the triumph of the patriarchy, and usher 
in a new century of shadow, the 20th.
The Victorian prostitute is a product of the difficult social conditions of the slum, a place that 
the  Victorian  ideal  of  progress  had largely  left  behind,  justifying  its  own  position  with  a 
discourse that made poverty shameful and equated low living standards with an expression of 
low morality. Moreover, the ideals of the upper class that were trickling down to the lower 
class  were,  in  their  own  nature,  unattainable.  The  “perfect  lady”,  a  Victorian  ideological 
construct  that  postulated  a  woman  completely  disconnected  from  her  own  body  and 
completely dependent on men for survival, was held up as a model to follow to a class that 
could not possibly reach it. Victorian prostitutes, though living in need under the demand of 
the sex market, retain their own independence and are therefore the best counterpoint reality 
could offer to this unrealistic ideal.
On the other hand, the Freemason moved mostly into upper- and middle-class circle, and his 
currency was knowledge. Despite their claims to be working for equality and enlightenment, 
Freemasonry was a complex of largely class-segregated secret societies. Their refusal of real 
egalitarianism contradicted their own philosophy in more than one way. Freemasonry was a 
syncretic construct of different Eastern and Western philosophical and religious currents. The 
main Western ones this paper analyzes are alchemy and Hermeticism, Christian Gnosis, and 
Jewish Kabbalah. Though more or less advanced on the angle of social politic, they all had in 
common an unorthodox view of gender, with feminine and masculine being aspects of one and 
the same spiritual principle permeating the whole of existence.
The graphic novel provides a fictional motivation for the Ripper murders, carried out by a 
Freemason  at  the  expense  of  five  East  London  prostitutes.  Not  only  have  they  been 
commissioned by the Queen of England to remove any proof of the existence of an illegitimate 
royal  princess;  they  are  also  being  performed  as  an  act  of  ritual  magic  to  reinforce  the 
prevalence of  the masculine principle  over the feminine,  and thus the permanence of  the 
constituted order. This act is shown as not only symbolizing the whole extent of the violence 
Victorian society perpetrated and justified on women, both ideologically and physically, but 
also as laying the foundation for the 20th century, a time of further oppression as well as war.
The base of From Hell is a Victorian pastiche, based on a wealth of historical research, which is 
then reinterpreted in order to build a certain meaning around it. The way Moore and Campbell 
do it is by constructing a powerful system of analogy. The prostitute and the Freemason grow 
to be the embodiments of the feminine and the masculine, the irrational and the rational, the 
body and the mind, the left and right parts of the brain. The Ripper murders are the way man 
conquers woman; afraid that if he give her equal status she might end up overpowering him, 
he destroys her instead.
On the other hand, the murders give a chance to the murderer to come closer to his woman 
victims than any of the man in his society has ever been allowed to. In a place and time where 
sexual contact is sanitized and reduced to the minimum, he dips his hands in the blood of the 
sinners.  This  is  a  tale of what happens when a  balance is  purposefully  upset,  and human 
beings are reduced to their position in a power game, pitting oppressor against oppressed and 
denying humanity to both sides.
What glimpse of hope we might catch in this grim view of the past and the present comes from 
the asides presented on William Gull's death: the life-affirming vitality of sex and the feminine 
power of bestowing life as opposite to taking it. Not only do opposites complete each other, 
but in terms of practice, discourse and ideology they also create each other. As long as there 
will be oppression, From Hell seems to state, there will also be the possibility of resistance.
